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Web and Wireless Geographical Information Systems: 10th International SymposiumSpringer, 2011

	Continuing advances in the development of wireless and Internet technologies generate ever increasing interest in the diffusion, usage, and processing of georeferenced data of all types. Spatially-aware wireless and Internet devices also offer new ways of accessing and analyzing geo-spatial information in both realworld and virtual spaces....
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The Twitter BookO'Reilly, 2011

	In March 2006, a little communications service called Twttr debuted. It began as a side project at a San Francisco podcasting company, but it wasn’t long before the side project had become the main event.

	

	Today, just over five years later, Twitter is booming. In September 2011, the service announced that it had 100...
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Microsoft PowerShell, VBScript & JScript BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Packed with more than 300 sample scripts and an extensive collection of library functions, this essential scripting book is the most thorough guide to Windows scripting and PowerShell on the market. You’ll examine how Windows scripting is changing the face of system and network administration by giving everyday users, developers, and...
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Topics in Cryptology -- CT-RSA 2011: The Cryptographers' Track at the RSA Conference 201Springer, 2011

	The RSA conference was initiated in 1991 and is a major international event for cryptography and information security researchers as well as the industry related to these disciplines. It is an annual event that attracts hundreds of vendors and thousands of participants from industry and academia. Since 2001, the RSA conference has included...
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Drools Developer's CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	JBoss Drools is an open source project that is always in a continuous evolution adding more modules and features to the existing ones. This evolution is possible, thanks to the vision of the core developers and the open source community that is continuously pushing it to a new level. And since version 5, Drools has been evolved to provide a...
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Lingo in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 1998
Once again, O'Reilly scores big with a comprehensive treatment of a programming language that doesn't spend much time teaching the fundamentals. Lingo in a Nutshell sets a benchmark for Lingo documentation that no other book or online resource meets.
 Lingo in a Nutshell has to do with behind-the-scenes aspects of Lingo,...
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Innovations and Advanced Techniques in Computer and Information Sciences and EngineeringSpringer, 2007
Innovations and Advanced Techniques in Computer and Information Sciences and Engineering includes a set of rigorously reviewed world-class manuscripts addressing and detailing state-of-the-art research projects in the areas of Computer Science, Computer Engineering and Information Sciences.
Innovations and Advanced Techniques in...
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Virtual Realities: Dagstuhl Seminar 2008Springer, 2011

	The articles by well-known international experts intend to facilitate more elaborate expositions of the research presented at the seminar, and to collect and document the results of the various discussions, including ideas and open problems that were identified. Correspondingly the book will consist of two parts. Part I will consist of...
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Human Brain Function, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2004

	This updated second edition provides the state of the art perspective of the theory, practice and application of modern non-invasive imaging methods employed in exploring the structural and functional architecture of the normal and diseased human brain. Like the successful first edition, it is written by members of the Functional Imaging...
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Node.js Web Development: Server-side development with Node 10 made easy, 4th EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create a fault-tolerant backend for your real-time applications using Docker, Node.js 10, and MongoDB, and implement HTTPS for hardened security

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn server-side programming with JavaScript and Node.js 10
	
			Explore the latest JavaScript features and ECMAScript...
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FlexSim in Academe: Teaching and Research (EcoProduction)Springer, 2019

	
		This book describes a variety of teaching and academic research applications that effectively utilize FlexSim to: (1) provide guidelines, methods and tools for simulation modeling and analysis in a variety of educational settings and (2) address a variety of important design and operational issues in industry. Simulation is...
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Sams Teach Yourself .NET Windows Forms in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2002
.NET Windows Forms are a new programming paradigm introduced with Microsoft's .NET initiative. Windows Forms are very similar to Web Forms, which allow programmers to build complex Web application interfaces easily, sharing the same underlying framework and programming concepts. Windows Forms, however, are used for the Win32 platform, instead of...
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